
The Future of Environmental
Ethics



At the heart of this assessment is a 
stark warning.
Human activity is putting such strain on 
the natural functions of Earth that the 
ability of the planet's ecosystems
to sustain future generations can no 
longer be taken for granted.

- Millennium Ecosystem Assessment



Al Gore   - Nobel Peace Prize  
John Kerry
Obama
Paul Hawken:
“the largest movement in the 
world”
Rio UNCED   117 heads of state
Pope



ruptures of history



1.  Managed Planet
End of Nature? 



technosphere inside biosphere

biosphere inside technosphere



In thousands of years, when, 
seen from the distance, only the 
broad outlines of the present age 
will still be visible, our wars and 
our revolutions will count for 
little

but the steam-engine, and the 
procession of inventions of 
every kind that accompanied it,



will perhaps be spoken of as we 
speak of the bronze or of the 
chipped stone of prehistoric 
time;
it will serve to define an age.

-- Henri Bergson



post-natural world
virtual nature



We live at the end of nature, the 
moment when the essential 
character of the world is 
suddenly changing.
There's no such thing as nature 
anymore.

- Bill McKibben



In 2100, entire biotas will have 
been assembled from 
(1) remnant and reintroduced 
natives
(2) partly or completely 
engineered species, and 
introduced (exotic) species. 
The term natural will disappear 
from our working vocabulary.

- Michael Soulé



Nature in the twenty-first century 
will be a nature that we make.
We have the power to mold 
nature into what we want it to be.

- Daniel Botkin



Nature as Other is over.
We are witnessing the shift to a 
new idea, in which nature is seen 
as an organic system that includes 
human beings as one of its 
components.
A new dynamic and systemic 
postmodern concept of nature, 
which includes rather than excludes 
human beings, is presently taking 
shape.



From the point of view of this new 
notion of nature, human 
technologies should be evaluated 
on their ecological merits.

- Baird Callicott 



1. Little disturbed,      51.9%                27.0%
2. Partially disturbed, 24.2%                36.7%
3. Human dominated, 23.9%               36.3%

Dominated or partially disturbed   73.0%
Little or only partially disturbed     63.7%



40% of the planet's land-based 
primary net productivity
60%

Peter Vitousek et al. 





virtual river           Colorado River
virtual Yellowstone?
virtual Adirondacks?
virtual Rocky Mountain National

Park?
virtual Wabash?



2. Global warming:
"Too hot to handle?"



Upsetting the climate upsets 
everything:
air, water, soils,
forests, fauna and flora,
ocean currents, shorelines,
agriculture, 
property values, 
international relations



Global warming already 
threatens British national 
security more than global 
terrorists.

- John T. Houghton



“a perfect moral storm”
- Stephen Gardiner



unprecedented convergence of 
complexities:
natural and technological 
uncertainties
global and local interactions
difficult choices scientifically
ethically, politically, socially
differing cross-cultural perspectives  



intergenerational issues
distributional issues
concerns about merit, justice, 
benevolence
voluntary and involuntary risk
a long lag time
local goods cumulate into global bads. 



denial
procrastination
self-deception
hypocrisy
free-riding
cheating
corruption
individual and national self-interest

at odds with collective global interests
tragedy of the commons - taken at the pitch



fragmented agency
differential contribution
differential powers to act
powerless
senseless sacrifice
institutional, corporate, political 
structures force frameworks of 
environmentally disruptive behavior on 
individuals 



over-fishing agreements
whaling
Law of the Sea
Convention on Trade in 
Endangered Species
Montreal Protocol 

But difficult to get into immediate 
focus



nonlinear or cascading shifts

Our power to make changes exceeds 
our power to predict the results.

...exceeds our power to control even 
those adverse results we may forsee. 



hope?

human nature and our capacities to 
face an unprecedented crisis



3.  Human nature: Human 
uniqueness vs.
"Pleistocene appetites"



engines and gears
muscle and blood appetites

biophilia
the natural alien  - Neil Evernden
Man is the animal for whom it is 
natural to be artificial.   - Lucius

Gavin



sweets
fats
salt
sex
overconsumption
pushing back limits



a deep-seated belief that life will 
get better
one should hope for abundance
and work toward obtaining it.

“rational”   economists
more goods and services that 
people want  



right to self-development
right to self-realization

right to abundance
equally for all



When everybody seeks their own 
good, there is escalating 
consumption. 

When everybody seeks everybody 
else's good, there is, again, 
escalating consumption. 



Humans are not well equipped to 
deal with the sorts of global level 
problems we now face.

family, village, tribe, nation,
agriculture, industry, law, medicine,
school and church



Far-off descendants and distant 
races do not have much "biological 
hold" on us. 

Our genes, once enabling our 
adaptive fit
will in the next millennium prove 
mal-adaptive. 



A still more enlightened self-
interest,
a more inclusive and 
comprehensive concept of human 
welfare.

collective national interests
European Union
Montreal Protocol
150 international agreements



flying jet planes
building internet
decoding genome
designating World Biosphere 
Reserves

left-over Pleistocene appetites?
an alibi for continuing our 
excesses?



4.  Sustainable development vs.
sustainable biosphere 



sustainable development

150 nations

130 largest corporations



wide angle lens

orienting, directing, encompassing

coalition-level policy
sets aspirations, thresholds
allows pluralist strategies 



Economy prioritized?
Anything done to the environment,
so long as the continuing 
development of the economy is not 
jeopardized thereby.
vs.
Environment prioritized?
The economy must be worked out 
within quality of life in a quality 
environment.



sustainable development

“Sustainable development is first 
priority.”

- United Nations World Comission
on Environment and Development



sustainable biosphere

Achieving a sustainable biosphere 
is the single most important task 
facing humankind today.

- Ecological Society of America



central problem:
escalating appetites



















central problem:
the rich grow richer and the poor 
poorer



Global inequalities in income increased in 
the 20th century by orders of magnitude out 
of proportion to anything experienced 
before. 
The distance between the incomes of the 
richest and poorest country was about
3 to 1 in 1820
35 to 1 in 1950
44 to 1 in 1973
72 to 1 in 1992

- United Nations Development Programme (UNDP)
100 to 1 in 2010



The assets of the world's top three 
billionaires exceed the combined gross 
national product (GNP) of all of the least 
developed countries.

The richest two percent own more than half 
of global household wealth.

United Nations University,
World Institute for Development

Economics Research



environmental justice
“speak the truth to power”



While I was at the World Bank, I saw 
firsthand the devastating effect that 
globalization can have on developing 
countries, and especially the poor within 
those countries. ...

Especially at the International Monetary 
Fund ... decisions were made on the basis 
of what seemed a curious blend of 
ideology and bad economics, dogmas that 
sometimes seemed to be thinly veiling 
special interests.

- Joseph Stiglitz, Nobel laureate
Chief economist, World Bank



"I was chief economist at the World 
Bank from 1996 until last November, 
during the gravest global economic 
crisis in a half-century.

I saw how the IMF, in tandem with the 
U.S. Treasury Department, 
responded.

And I was appalled.”
- Stiglitz



Power tends to corrupt
and absolute power corrupts 
absolutely.

- Lord Acton



Pleistocene appetites
driving poor and rich



We lack a robust theoretical basis for 
linking ecological diversity to 
ecosystem dynamics
and, in turn, to ecosystem services 
underlying human well-being.

The poor are most dependent on 
ecosystem services and vulnerable to 
their degradation.

Millennium Ecosystem Assessment



People and their Earth have 
entwined destinies.
That past truth continues in the 
present,
and will remain a pivotal concern 
in the new millennium.



5.  Biodiversity: "Good for me”
vs.
"Good of its kind"



The biospheric membrane that covers 
the Earth, and you and me,
is the miracle we have been given.

- Edward O. Wilson

Over the past few hundred years, 
humans have increased species 
extinction rates by as much as 1,000 
times background rates that were 
typical over Earth's history.

- Millennium Ecosystem Assessment 



Natural extinction - opens doors.
Anthropogenic extinction -

closes doors.



Save what is “good for us.”

Save what is “good of its kind.”



Human beings are at the centre of 
concerns.

Rio Declaration, UNCED

Earth Charter?



The most important bequest we can 
make to posterity is to bequeath a 
decent society characterized by greater 
respect for human rights than is the 
case today. 

Policies to deal with environmental 
developments must never be at the 
expense of the poorest people alive 
today.



One could not be proud of policies that 
may preserve the environment for future 
generations if the costs of doing so are 
borne by the poorest members of the 
present generation.

- Wilfred Beckerman
and Joanna Pasek



We are not proud of a conservation 
ethic that says: the rich should win, 
the poor lose.

That was what appalled Joseph 
Stiglitz. 



Priority given to human health raises an 
ethical dilemma if "health for all" conflicts 
with protecting the environment.
Priority to ensuring human survival is 
taken as a first-order principle.
Respect for nature and control of 
environmental degradation is a second-
order principle,
which must be observed unless it 
conflicts with the first-order principle of 
meeting survival needs. 

- WHO, Commission on Health and
Environment



humane
no tigers
no rhinos

To preserve,
to conserve,
is going to mean
to reserve. 



600 major reserves for wildlife
in 80 countries

"win-win ecology”
”The Earth's species can survive in 
the midst of human enterprise.”

- Michael Rosenzweig



Re-cycling: Everyone wins. 

If we are in harmony with nature, 
everyone wins,
equally people, rhinos, and tigers.



The best you can do is enlighten 
self-interest.

enlighten Pleistocene appetites.

especially in free-market 
democracies.

ecotourism



Always prefer Americans, first 
order.
All other nations are second 
order.

"We will not do anything that 
harms our economy,  ... because 
first things first are the people 
who live in America.”

- George W. Bush



First things first are people.
Wildlife, plants, non-humans, 
second. 

You non-humans can live, only if 
you are worth more to us alive 
than dead.



There is something morally naive 
about living in a reference frame 
where one species takes itself as 
absolute and values everything 
else relative to its utility

even if we phrase it that we are 
taking ourselves as primary and 
everything else as secondary. 



If we humans continue as we are 
headed and cause extinctions 
surpassing anything previously 
found on Earth,
then future generations, rich or 
poor, are not likely to be proud 
of our destroying "the miracle 
we have been given" either.



Humans will win when, and only 
when,
they change their goals. 

We will win because we get our 
values right.

slavery
women’s liberation



Moving the goalposts to win?
Cheating?
You cannot win if the goalposts are 
in the wrong place.

Every form of life is unique, 
warranting respect regardless of its 
worth to man.

- World Charter for Nature



6.  Earth Ethics



citizenship
residence



ecology - logic of home

Our citizenship in nations is not 
well synchronized with our 
residence in geographic places,
nor with our sense of global 
dwelling on our home planet.



People are fighting for what is of 
value in nature,
but as citizens of nations that 
have economic policies and 
political agendas, demanding 
loyalties in support.

“nationalizing” “natural” 
resources



Earth?       earth

valueless, except as our life 
support



superb planet,
the most valuable entity of all, 
because it is the entity able to produce 
and sustain all the Earthbound values.

the value of life arising as a creative 
process on Earth 
vs
a careful management of planetary 
natural resources that we humans 
own. 



real estate
earth belongs to us.
we belong on Earth.

computer literate
environmentally literate



The Spirit of Rio must create a 
new mode of civic conduct. 
It is not enough for man to love 
his neighbour; he must also 
learn to love his world.

- Boutros Boutros-Ghali



We must now conclude an 
ethical and political contract with 
nature, with this Earth to which 
we owe our very existence and 
which gives us life.

- Boutros Boutros-Ghali



"Suddenly from behind the rim of the 
moon, in long, slow-motion moments 
of immense majesty
there emerges a sparkling blue and 
white jewel,
a light, delicate sky-blue sphere 
laced with slowly swirling veils of 
white,
rising gradually like a small pearl in a 
thick sea of black mystery.

-- Edgar Mitchell





"I remember so vividly what I saw 
when I looked back at my fragile 
home--
a glistening, inviting beacon, delicate 
blue and white, a tiny outpost 
suspended in the black infinity.
Earth is to be treasured and 
nurtured, something precious that 
must endure.

- Michael Collins 





Environmental ethics is the 
elevation to ultimacy of an urgent 
world vision.

We are searching for an ethics 
adequate to respect life on this 
Earth, an Earth Ethics.

That is the future of environmental
ethics.
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